### 2015 Texas Lone Star Reading List

- Alexander, Kwame. *The Crossover*
- Chen, Justina. *A Blind Spot for Boys*
- Fantaskey, Beth. *Buzz Kill*
- Garcia, Kami. *Unbreakable*
- Gebhart, Ryan. *There Will Be Bears*
- Harrington, K.A. *Forget Me*
- Hoover, P.J. *Tut: The Story of My Immortal Life*
- Hopkinson, Deborah. *The Great Trouble: A Mystery of London, the Blue Death, and a Boy Called Eel*
- Jobin, Matthew. *The Nethergrim*
- Johnson, Varian. *The Great Greene Heist*
- London, Alex. *Proxy*
- Lough, Amber. *The Fire Wish*
- Lunetta, Demitria. *In the After*
- Oppel, Kenneth. *The Boundless*
- Pearson, Mary E. *The Kiss of Deception*
- Poblocki, Dan. *The Haunting of Gabriel Ashe*
- Sanderson, Brandon. *Steelheart*
- Sheinkin, Steve. *The Port Chicago 50: Disaster, Mutiny, and the Fight for Civil Rights*
- Van Wagenen, Maya. *Popular: Vintage Wisdom for a Modern Geek*
- White, J.A. *The Thicket*